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NONLINEARLY EQUIVALENT REPRESENTATIONS OF

QUATERNIONIC 2-GROUPS

WASHINGTON MIO

Abstract. We construct new examples of nonlinearly equivalent finite-dimen-

sional real linear representations of quaternionic 2-groups, which cannot be

obtained from equivalent representations of cyclic groups by induction and

composition techniques.

Introduction

Let G be a finite group and V a finite-dimensional real vector space. A

linear representation of G in V is a homomorphism p:G —> GL(F), where

GY(V) is the general linear group of V. Two representations px and p2

of G in R" are said to be linearly (topologically, resp.) equivalent if there

exists a linear isomorphism (homeomorphism, resp.) 0: R" —> R" such that

<p.px (g) - p2(g).(j>, for any g eG.

All known examples of nonlinearly equivalent representations of general fi-

nite groups were obtained by standard group representation methods, namely,

composition and induction, from the examples for cyclic groups Z4k, k > 2

[CS3], which in turn were obtained by Cappell and Shaneson by studying geo-

metrically lens spaces [CS2]. As these methods give a (weak) stable topological

classification of representations, the question has arisen (see the Problem List

of the Boulder Transformation Groups Conference, 1983), if these are indeed

all the topologically equivalent representations. Here we show that there are

further new examples for nonabelian groups by considering more general space-

forms than lens spaces. '
rA-1

Let H2,+2 be the quaternionic group of order 2     , r > 2,

„ , .    2 2' -1 -1,H2,+2 = {x,y|x  =y   ,xyx     =y    }

and <f>x,y/x,dk,k odd, the real representations of H2,+2 described below.   <j>x

and y/x are 1-dimensional representations given on generators by

cpx(x) = -l,    (px(y) = -l,

_ Wi(x)=i,      y/x(y) = -l.
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9k , k odd, is the 4-dimensional representation defined by

where 7 is the 2x2 identity matrix and er   is the 2x2 rotation matrix by

the angle n.j/2r.

Let Z2m, m = 2r, be the index two cyclic subgroup of H2r+2 generated

by y. The representations 6k and y/x + cpx of H2,+2 are induced (see e.g.

[Se]) by the representations ok and ö_x of Z2m, respectively, where S_x is

the unique nontrivial 1-dimensional representation of Z2m and ok is defined

on the generator y as above. By [CS2], 4ok + S_x and 4ok+m + S_x are

topologically equivalent; since nonlinear similarity is preserved under induction

[CS3], it follows that

(o.i) «** + »'i + »i~4**+« + ri + *i

where ~ means topologically equivalent.

Our main result, stated below, shows that we can cancel either <px or y/x in

(0.1). We remark that this result is the best possible, in that we cannot proceed

further to cancel both </3, and y/x , since it is well known that, for free repre-

sentations, topological and linear equivalence are the same. This improves the

stable range for the nonlinear equivalence of 46k and 4dk+m and consequently,

for representations of finite groups obtained from 6k and 40 k      by induction.

Theorem.  40k + y/x ~ 46k+m + y/x and 40k + </>,- 46k+m + </>,.

As the proofs of the above statements are almost identical, we restrict our

discussion to the first one, for which we apply the methods of [CS3].

This work is divided in three parts. § 1 contains the basic material concern-

ing quaternionic space forms and the computation of the normal invariant of

some homotopy equivalences between these spaces. §2 provides the material

necessary for the determination of some surgery obstructions for quaternionic

groups that arise in our applications. The last section is devoted to the proof

of the theorem stated above.

This paper is based on the author's doctoral dissertation. I wish to acknowl-

edge Sylvain Cappell, my thesis advisor, for his encouragement, advice and

many helpful conversations.

1. Quaternionic space-forms

1.1. Preliminaries. Let H4m be the quaternionic group of order 4m ,

(1.1.1) H4m = {x,y\x2 =ym , xyx~x = y~'}.

Let 0(n) denote the group of orthogonal transformations of R" and ßk the

2x2 rotation matrix by the angle n.k/m . From classical representation theory

'*(*)
0   -7
7     0
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(see e.g. [Se]), any irreducible real representation of H4m

equivalent to one of the following:

m even, is linearly

(1.1.2)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

¥¡(x) = 1,

<pi(x) = -l,

<VH4m

Sax)

V/:H4m

Vity)

0(2),

0 1
1 0

y 0(1),

(-1)'',
►0(1),

= (-D\

i = 0,l;

i = 0,1;

dk:H4m

0k(x) 0

k even, k g m.Z,

<W = &;
0(4),    rcodd,

ok(y) = h
0

0

ß-k

where 7 is the 2x2 identity matrix.

Remark.  0k   and 0k (6k   and ôk , resp.) are linearly equivalent if and only if

kx + k2 = 0 (mod 2m) or kx -

Given integers k¡, i = 1,

k2 = 0 (mod2w).

.. ,n and m even,  (k.,2m) = 1 , the restric-

tion of the direct sum representation 0k +

sphere S

on S

4n-l ,4«

+ ^„:H4m 0(4«) to the unit

of the representation space R    determines a free action of H 4m

The linear quaternionic space form Q4m(kx, ... ,kn)  is the quo-

m, which is an orientable (4n - 1 )-manifold, since each

representation 6k

tient space S "    /H

factors through 50(4).

The integral homology groups of Q4m(kx ,kn) are given by

(1.1.3) 77

Z,

Z, J2'

4m

o,

= 0 or 4n - 1,

= 1 (mod 4), 0 < / < 4n - 1,

= 3 (mod 4), 0 < / < 4« - 1,

otherwise.

Recall that a polarization of Q = Q4m(kx,

orientation of Q and an isomorphism i:nx(Q)
-4n-l

, kn ) is given by a choice of

H4m (we are fixing basepoints

in S**"-1 and in Q, compatibly). Similarly, we call an outer polarization, a

choice of orientation together with an outer isomorphism of nx(Q) and H4m ,

i.e., an equivalence class of isomorphisms i:nx(Q) -» H4w , where two such are

said to be equivalent if they differ by an inner automorphism of H4m .

Hereforth, we shall fix the following (outer) polarization of Q :

(a) the orientation of Q induced by the usual orientation of S

(b) The (class of the) standard identification of nx(Q) with the group of

covering transformations.

Let Q = Q4m(kx,...,kn) and Q' = Q4m(k[, ... ,k'n).

,4«-l
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Proposition 1.1.4. There exists a unique (unbased) based homotopy class of

(outer) polarization preserving homotopy equivalences f.Q^y Q', if k2 ■■■k2 =

k[ ■ ■ -k'2 (mod 4m).

Proof. Let q¡ (i = 1, ... ,n) be integers such that q¡.ki = 1 (mod2m) and

hf.S1 -> 51  be given by h¡(z) = z9hk''.   Let g¿ = h¡ * hf.S3 -y 53 be the
Ay,_       1 Ay,_        I

join of two copies of «( and g: S —y S be defined by g = gx * • ■ • *

gn .  One can easily check that g covers a map g:Q —y Q' of degree d0 =
2 2      2 2

Q\ "'4n-ki " ' k„ inducing the "right" outer isomorphism on tt, . By hypothesis,

d0 = 1 - 4m./, for some / e Z.   Assume that 54"-1   is given a "suitable"

triangulation compatible with the action 6 = 0k H-\- 0k   of H4m . In a top

dimensional cell, we replace g by a map of degree / and do the same on its

retranslates; this produces a map / which covers a degree 1 map /: Q —> Q' •

After a free homotopy, we can assume that / induces the required isomorphism

on 71,  (this is not necessary in the unbased case).

By the same argument, we construct f:Q' —> Q satisfying analogous prop-

erties. Applying Lemma 2.1 of [Ma] to /./ and /./", we conclude that / is a

(outer) polarization-preserving homotopy equivalence.

Uniqueness also follows from Lemma 2.1 of [Ma], since any two such maps

differ by a (outer) polarized self-equivalence of Q'.

Remark. The condition stated above is also necessary; this reflects the fact that
2 2

kx ■kn (mod 4m) is determined by the first /V-invariant of Q, which in turn

classifies polarized homotopy types (see e.g. [Ma, W7]). A more direct argu-

ment can be found in [Mi], which contains a more complete description of

(based) homotopy classes of maps between Q and Q (in the style of [Co], for

lens spaces). This is omitted here since the above proposition suffices for our

purposes.

A construction similar to the one in the proof of (1.1.4) yields

Proposition 1.1.5. There exists an orientation preserving diffeomorphism f:Q —>

Q' if there are numbers a e Z and e¡ e {±1}, such that (kx, ... ,kn) is a

permutation of (exak[, ... ,£„ak'n) (mod2m).

Remark. If a = 1 (mod 2m), / can be taken to be polarization preserving. In

general, however, such diffeomorphisms do not exist.

1.2. Normally cobordant quaternionic space-forms

Let m,k.,...,kn,tx,...,ts be integers such that m is even, (k¡,2m) = 1

and (tj, 2m) = 1.

Let

Q = 04ml^i >kx,k2,k2, ... ,kn,kn,tx,t2, ... ,ts)

and

Q! = QAm{kx+m,kx+m,... ,kn + m,kn + m,tx,... ,ts)
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be the (Sn+4s-l )-dimensional spherical space-forms defined in section 1.1. By

Proposition (1.1.4), there exists a polarization preserving homotopy equivalence

f'Q—* tí y since the criterion obtained there can be easily checked in this case,

as it reduces to

kx ■■■kn.tx ■■■ts = (kx + m)    ■(kn + m) .tx---ts    (mod 4m).

Let G/ Top be the classifying space for fibre homotopy trivialization of topo-

logical Euclidean space bundles, [Q1 ; G/ Top] the set of homotopy classes of

maps from 0/ into C7/Top and n(f) e [Q';G/Top], the topological normal

invariant of /.

Proposition 1.2.1. The normal invariant n(f) of f is zero, i.e., f is topologi-

cally normally cobordant to the identity map of Q'.

Before proceeding to the proof of this proposition, we prove a lemma of a

more technical nature which will be used in the argument.

Let

Q = Q4m(k,k,tx,...,ts),

tí = <24m(& + m,k + m,tx, ... ,ts),

m = 2a, a > 1 (i.e., H4m is a 2-group) and /: Q —y Q' as above. Let L( be the

characteristic class of «-plane bundles c; defined in [MS, §7] and LQ = L ,ß),

where v(Q) is the stable normal bundle of Q.

Lemma 1.2.2. There exist quaternionic space-forms Qx and Q'x, 8-fold covered

by Q and Q', respectively, and a polarization preserving homotopy equivalence

f\Q\ —* Q\ covered by f up to (based) homotopy, such that f*(LQ,) = LQ .

Proof. We construct Q2 = Q64m(k + am,k + ßm,tx, ... ,ts) with a,ß odd

numbers, 16-fold covered by Q' and a polarized homotopy equivalence f2: Q2

— Q2 covered by / (up to homotopy), where Q2 = QMm(k,k,tx , ... ,ts).

By Proposition (1.1.4), taking ß, = Q32m(k,k,tx, ... ,ts) and Q'x =

Qi2m(k + am, k + ßm ,tx, ... ,ts), there is a polarized homotopy equivalence

f\ '• Q\ —> Q'i such that the diagram

Q -^ tí

Qi -JL- tí2

commutes up to homotopy, where the vertical arrows are the covering projec-

tions.
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Q2 and Q2 are 2-fold covered by the lens spaces (in the notation of [M])

L = L32m(a> -Q>Q> -Q,rx, -rx,...,rn, -rn)

and

L' = L32m(<¡'> -Q,Q,-Q,rlt -rx,...,rn, -r„),

where q.k =. 1 (mod 32m), q'.(k+m) = 1 (mod 32m) and r¡.ti = 1 (mod 32m),

i = 1, ..., s, for which, there is a homotopy commutative diagram

L  —^ L'

*1 V
Qi-*-* tí2

where g is a homotopy equivalence compatible with the standard choice of

generators of nx . Then, we show that we can choose a and ß so that

g\LL,) = LL.

Since n*(f2*(LQI) - LQi) = g*(Lv) -LL = 0 and

n*:H4*(Q2,Z(2))^H4*(L,Z(2)),       n*2:H4*(Q2,Z{2)) ^ H4*(QX,Z{2))

have the same kernel, we get

rx(LQI)-LQ^=n*2(f*2(LQI)-LQ2) = 0,

i.e., f*(LQ,) = LQx.

By Proposition (1.1.4), the existence of f2 is equivalent to solving

k tx--ts=(k + am) (k + ßm) tx-  -ts    (mod64m)

for a and ß . This can be rewritten as

(1.2.3) 2(a + ß)k + (a2 + ß2)m + 4aßm = 0    (mod 64).

To show that g*(LL,) = LL, it suffices to prove that g*(p) = p, where p

and p are the total Pontryagin classes of L and L1, respectively (see [CS2,

p. 326]). In [M, Sz], the Pontryagin classes of a lens space are described in

terms of symmetric functions; following this description, g*(Lv) = LL can be

reformulated as

,,2   ,2    ,2    ,2     2     2 2     2.
Sj\K   ,K   ,K   ,K   ,',,£,, ... ,ls ,ls)

= Sj((k + am)  ,(k + am) ,(k + ßm) ,(k + ßm) ,tx ,tx, ... ,ts ,ts)

(mod 32m)

where s is the jth elementary symmetric function on (2s + 4) variables. This

can be reduced to

(1.2.4) 2(a + ß)k + (a2 + ß2)m = 0   (mod 16)
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since m = 2a, a > 2. Notice that it suffices to solve (1.2.3) since it implies

equation (1.2.4). A solution to (1.2.3) is, for example, ß = 1 and a = -l+m.t,

if m = 2" , a> 2 or a = -l + 20.Í, if m = 4, where t.k = 1 (mod 64).

Proof of Proposition 1.2.1. By the discussion of section 1.1, / factors as / =

/„•••/,, where

ff Q4m(k\ +m,kx+m, ... ,kj_x+m,kj_x + m,

kj,kj, ... ,kn,kn,tx, ... ,ts)

-» ö4m(^i +m,kl+m,...,kj + m,kj + m,

kj+lkj+l,... ,kn,kn,tl,...,ts)

(j = 1,...,«), is a polarization-preserving homotopy equivalence. Set g. =

fn-fn-\ ' ' ' fj+\ Ü = 1 > ■■■ ,n-l). The composition formula for normal invari-

ants yields

l(f) = ri(fn) + (g*_xriri(fn_x)] + --- + (g;)-X[r1(fx)].

Therefore, we can assume that

Q = Q4m(k,k,tx,... ,ts)   and   Q' = Q4m(k + m,k + m,tx, ... ,ts)

since a permutation of (kx,kx, ... ,kn,kn,tx, ... ,ts) clearly gives (linearly)

diffeomorphic polarized space-forms.

[0/;G/Top] is a finite abelian group (see e.g. [CS2]), for G /Top carrying

the 77-space structure described in [Su]. To determine «(/)odd, the odd part

of the normal invariant, we can pass to 2-fold covering spaces. Taking Q (tí,

resp.) as the covering space of Q (tí, resp.) corresponding to the subgroup

ker y/x (ker^,', resp.) of nx(Q) (71,(0/), resp.), where y/x (y/\, resp.) is the ho-

momorphism defined in (1.1.2), it follows from Propositions (1.1.4) and (1.1.5)

that f:Q —> Q' is covered up to homotopy by a diffeomorphism /:ß -> ß'.

Therefore, n(f)oM = 0.

Similarly, to determine n(f)(2) e [Qr ', (G/ Top)(2)], the even part of the nor-

mal invariant, we can take the largest odd-fold covering space and hence, assume
that m = 2a .

For a = 1 , by Proposition (1.1.5), / is homotopic to a (linear) diffeomor-

phism, so that n(f) = 0. Therefore, it remains to show that v(f)m = 0 > when

m = 2a, a > 2.

G/ Top has the homotopy type, upon localization at the prime 2, of a product

of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces

(G/ Top)(2) ~ n K(Z{2), 40 x n tf(Z2, 4i + 2).
i>\ ;>0

This description of  (0/Top),2)   can be gotten by means of classes   L  e

H4*(GI'Top,Z(2)) and k e H4*+2(G/Top,Z2) obtained in [MS andRS]. Hence,

we must prove that n(f)*(L) = 0 and n(f)*(K) = 0. We start with n(f)*(L).
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Let /,: ß, -+ ß', be the map obtained in Lemma (1.2.2). In [MS] it is shown

that

S.n(fx)*(L) + l=L(.LQ!,

where £ is a bundle over ß', with j\*(£,) = v(Qx). Therefore,

S.n(fx)*(L) = -1 + (j\*)-X(LQ¡).LQ! = -l+LQ,.L~! = 0

i.e., 8.n(/,)*(L) = 0. This implies that r¡(f)*(L) = n*(n(fx)*(L)) = 0, since

n(fx)*(L) e kerTr; = {x e H4*(Q'x,Z{2))\8.x = 0}.

As to n(f)*(K), we first note that, since / is 2-fold covered by a diffeo-

morphism, n(f)*(ic) € kerTt*, where 7t3:7f4*+2(ß',Z2) - H4*+2(Q',Z2) is

induced by the covering projection. On the other hand, by Lemma (1.2.2) (ac-

tually, a 2-fold cover would suffice) it follows that n(f)*(K) e im(7r,)*.

Hence, n(f)*(ic) e ker nl nim(7r',)* = 0.

2. Browder-Livesay GROUPS AND MULTISIGNATURE INVARIANTS

In this section we first briefly review the definition of Browder-Livesay groups

and the exact sequence relating them to L-groups following the discussion pre-

sented in [CS1]. Then, using multisignature invariants, we obtain some explicit

computations needed for our geometric applications.

Let H be a finite group and

1 ̂ 77^7i-^{±l}^ 1

an extension of 77 by the multiplicative group {±1}. Given t e n with

y/(t) = -1, we define ßt(h) = th~xCx , h e H and extend it linearly to the

integral group ring ZH.

Browder-Livesay groups are the L-groups of the antistructure (Z77 ,ßt,t )

[R, W] and will be denoted Len(ZH,ßt,t2). In general, the superscript e = S,

s, h indicates that torsion is measured in Kx (ZH), Wh(77) and the trivial

group, respectively.

A homomorphism j: LS0(ZH, ßt, t2) —y LsQ(n) is defined as follows.

Let y e LS0(ZH,ßt,t2) be represented by a quadratic module (M,q). Set

Mx = M ®z// Z7T and qx(x) = t~x.q(x) e Zn for x e M = M ® 1 C M, ;

qx extends uniquely to Z7r to yield a stably based unimodular quadratic form

(Af, ,£/,) over (Z7t,q, 1), a(g) = g~x for gen. Define j(y) = yx, where

yx e Ls0(n) is represented by (Mx, qx ). One can similarly define maps f, e =

S,h.
Let y/\: Lsn(n) —» L\(n, H, y/) be the homomorphism that geometrically cor-

responds to inducing line bundles on a degree 1 normal map with fundamental

group % (the line bundle determined by y/: n -* {±1}).
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Proposition 2.1. The sequence

Ll(ZH,ßt,t2)^Ls0(n)^Lsx(K,H,y/)

is exact.

For a proof, see [CS1].

Multisignature invariants. A multisignature invariant s: L0(ZH,ßt,t ) —y

RO(H), where RO(H) is the real representation ring of 77 is defined as fol-

lows. We first extend ßt to R77, the real group ring of 77, obtaining an

antistructure (RH,ßt,t2). Let R77 = n"=i^, he the decomposition of the

semisimple algebra RTf as the product of its simple factors 5.. It is well

known that the factors 5; are either invariant under ßt or interchanged in

pairs; the latter, in the notation of Wall, are called factors of type GL (general

linear) and give no contributions to L-groups. For the ^-invariant simple fac-

tors we get antistructures (5(, ß't, t2), where ß\ is the restriction of ßt to 5;

and t] = p¿(t2), pf.RH —► 5( being the projection onto the z'th factor. The

L-groups then split in the direct sum

(2.2) LSj(RH ,ßt,t2) = J2 L"(Si > fit. '?)■
i=i

In [W2], antistructures (R,a,u) over simple rings are classified in type O

(orthogonal), Sp (symplectic) and U (unitary), as follows:

L-groups of (R,a,u) are unchanged under Morita equivalences and there-

fore are the same for the antistructures (R,a,u), (R, a , u) and (Rn , an, un),

where u = v[a(v)]~xu, a'(x) = va(x)v~ , for some unit v e R and Rn is

the ring of « x « matrices over R, un is the scalar matrix with u on the

diagonal and an applies a to each entry and transpose. The isomorphism

b between Ls0(R,a,u) and Ls0(R,a ,u) is given by b(M,q) = (M,qx),

where (M,q) is a quadratic module representing an element of Ls0(R,a,u)

and qx(x) = v.q(x).

Under the above equivalences, (R,a,u) can always be reduced to the case

where R is a division ring and u = ±1 ; (R, 1, - 1 ) is the only case where

the unit cannot be normalized to be 1. For R of finite dimension n over its

centre Z , (R, a, u) is said to be of type

U if a|Z is not the identity map.

O is q|Z is the identity map and the dimension of the fixed set of a is

(«2 + w«)/2.

Sp if a|Z is the identity map and the dimension of the fixed set of a is

(n2-un)/2.

Applying the above reductions to the simple summands (5(, ß\ ,t¡), we can

define a signature invariant If. LQ (5-, ß,, tt:) —y Z, by taking the signature of a
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representative symmetric quadratic form (after normalization) for the compo-

nents where the unit can be normalized to 1, as in [Wl]. For the components

where we get -1 as the normalized unit, we define 7. = 0.

The multisignature of ye L^(ZH ,ßt ,t2) is the collection {7,0^)}, where

yi is the z'th component of l(y) in the decomposition (2.2) and

/^(Ztf^^-L^RTf,/?,,/2)

is the homomorphism induced by inclusion. More precisely, if 5; is the simple

factor of RO(H) corresponding to the irreducible character x¡ > the multi-

signature of y is given by s(y) = £\ 7((j;.).^(..

We apply the above discussion to the antistructure (ZH2f+1 ,ß,y ) obtained

from the extension

1 —y H2r+1 —♦ H2,+2 —► {±1} —y 1,

where y/ is the homomorphism called y/x in (1.1.2)(a). The antistructures over

the simple factors of RH2r+] corresponding to the irreducible representations

(in the notation of (1.1.2)) of H2,+1 are:

^o'^o-^'1'1)   typeO,

y/x ,</>, -(R,l, - 1)   typeSp.

For ôk we obtain a factor R2 (2x2 real matrices); taking v = ß_k (the rota-

tion by the angle -n.k/m , m = 2r), we get the antistructure (R2, t, 1), where

t denotes transposition. After a further Morita equivalence we get (R, 1,1 ),

which is type O. Similarly, we take for 0k

L o   ß A
to get (H,c, 1), which is type Sp, where H is the division ring of the real

quaternions and c is the standard conjugation in H. It follows from the results
S 2

of [W6] (section 5.2) that the image of the multisignature s: LQ (ZH2r+1 ,ßy,y )

^ RO(H2,+l) contains the subgroup A, of RO(H2r+l) generated by

2-X(V0),      %-x(4>0)>

(2.3) 8.*(<^),        0<rc<2r_l, rceven,

2.x(0k),       0<k<2r~x, kodd.

Next, we describe j   on a representation ring level. Letting jt: i?0(H2,+,) —>

f?0(H2r+2) be the homomorphism given on irreducible characters by

j,(x(v'o)) = x(v0)-x(vl),

j*(x(<p'0)) = x(<P0)-x(<t>]),

JMv[)) = JÁx(<t>\)) = o,

j.(x(s'k)) = x{sk)-x(sm-k),

J.(x(<P'k)) = X(0k)-x(0m_k),       m = 2r,
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where ' is used to distinguish the representations of H2,+1 and H2r+2, it is not

hard to see from the definition of j  , that the diagram

Ls0(ZH2,+l,ßy,y2) -^-> Ls0(U2r+2)

(2.4) j, y

RO(H2r+l)        -±-> RO(H2r+2)

commutes. Here, s is the multisignature as defined in [W3].

Letting A be the subgroup of f?0(H2r+2) generated by

2.[x(w0)-x(wl)],     Hx{4>0)-x{4>{)],
(2.5) %\x{ök)-x(om_k)],        0<k<m,keven,

2.[x(0k) - X(0m_k)],       0<k<m,kodd,

it follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that

(2.6) ACs.jS(LS0(ZH2r+t,ßy,y2)).

Let Z:Lq(H2,+2) ->• Lp(H2r+1) be the composite

LQ(H2r+2) —► L,(H2r+2 ,H2r+, , y/) —y L0(H2r+1),

where d is the boundary operator in the relative surgery sequence.

Proposition 2.7.  ker t = ker y/\

Proof. By Theorem (5.3.4) of [W6] and taking into account that 5/C,(ZH2r+2)

= 0 [O], it follows that the multisignature sx (s2, resp.) maps Lq(H2,+2)

(Lq(H2,+1) , resp.) isomorphically onto X,   (Z2, resp.), where

I, = 0{8.Z, type O factors of RH2r+2}

0{2.Z, type Sp factors of RH2r+2}

(similarly for Z2).

Letting R:i?0(H2r+2) —► fîO(H2f+l) be the restriction homomorphism, i.e.,

restricts a character / to the subgroup H2r+, , we get the commutative diagram

L0(H2,+2) -y L0(H2r+1)

S| .«2

Z, -L-.        Z2

where r is the restriction of R to I,.

A simple calculation shows that kerr = A, where A is the subgroup of Z,

described in (2.5). Hence, kerz = s~'(A).
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By (2.6) and the commutativity of

LSQ(ZH2r+l,ßy,y2) -► L*(ZH2r+1,/?y,y2)

,[f ,['

L0(H2r+2) -y L0(H2r+2)

S S,

RO(H2r+2)        -ÜU        *0(H2r+2)

we conclude that ker? = sx~ (A) ç im(y') = ker y/\.

The inclusion kery/\ ç ker? follows from t = d.y/\.

3. The main theorem

In this section, we construct new examples of nonlinearly equivalent repre-

sentations of the quaternionic groups H2,+2 ,r>2.

Let k be an odd number and m = 2r.

Theorem 3.1. The representations 40k + y/x and 40k+m + y/x of H2,+2 are topo-

logically equivalent.

Let Qk = Q4m(kx,...,kn) and Qk+m = Q4m(k + m,k + m,k+ m,k +m).
By Proposition (1.2.1), there is a topological normal cobordism (V ,Qk, Qk+m)

compatible with polarizations, i.e., a degree one normal map

g: ( V, Qk, Qk+J - (Qk+m x 7, Qk+m, Qk+J

such that g\Qk+m is the identity map of Qk+m and / = g\Qk'-Qk -» Qk+m is a

polarization preserving homotopy equivalence.

Let Ek+m be the total space of the [-1, l]-bundle over Qk+m with first

Stiefel-Whitney class represented by y/:nx(Qk ) —► {±1}, the composite of

the polarization isomorphism and y/x . Let

(3.2) g:(E,Ek,Ek+J ^ (Ek+mx I,Ek+m,Ek+J

be the surgery problem obtained from g by inducing line bundles; E, Ek are

the total spaces of the induced line bundles over V and Qk , respectively.

The polarization of Qk induces an identification nx(Ek) « H2,+2 ; we shall

call its outer isomorphism class, the preferred generators of nx(Ek).

Proposition 3.3. There is a topological h-corbordism (W ,Ek,Ek+m) respecting

preferred generators of nx.

Proof. It suffices to show that the surgery obstruction o(g) = y/\(o(g)) of

the surgery problem (3.2) described above is zero in the relative surgery group

L*(H2,+2 ,H2r+1, y/), which will be denoted L,(H2r+2 ,H2r+I). By Lemma (3.4)

below, it follows that o(g) = y(x) for some x e Lq(H2,+2) , where y:Lg(H2r+2)
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-► Lg(H2r+2) is the forgetful map (forgets preferred basis). By Proposition (2.7)

and the commutativity of the diagram

L0(H2,+2) -y L,(H2r+2,H2r+i) -► LQ(H2r+i)

I'
L0(H2,+2) -y L,(H2r+2 ,H2r+1) -► L0(H2r+1)

it suffices to show that t(x) = 0, where t = d.y/\ is the transfer to the 2-fold

cover ( y/\ in the context of homotopy equivalences is defined as in §2 except

that one does not keep track of basis).

According to [W6], Lg(H2r+,) is completely determined by the signature in-

variant 7:Lq(H2,+1) —► Ls0(e) and the multisignature to the reduced representa-

tion ring of H2r+, ; therefore, we must show that they vanish for t(x). Since

these invariants are also defined in L0(H2,+1), it is sufficient to check that they

vanish for t(o(g)) e L0(H2r+1). Geometrically, they are the signature and mul-

tisignature of the normal cobordism V between the 15-dimensional manifolds

Qk = ö2m(^,k,k,k) and Qk+m = Q2m(k + m,k + m,k + m,k + m), obtained

on the boundary of E (Qk and Qk+m are the boundaries of Ek and Ek+m,

respectively). Clearly, F is a 2-fold covering space of V.

We can assume that the signature of V is zero after taking, if necessary, the

connected sum with a Milnor manifold (see e.g. [Br]). By Proposition (1.1.5),

the space-forms Qk and Qk+m on the boundary of V are homeomorphic. Let

V' be the closed manifold obtained from V by identifying Qk and Qk+m

under the above homeomorphism. A similar construction for V yields a man-

ifold V', which double covers V1. As quaternionic space-forms are rational

homology spheres, letting 7 denote the signature, we get I(V) = I(V') and

I(V') = I(V'). By the Hirzebruch signature theorem, 7 is multiplicative for

covering spaces of closed manifolds and therefore,

I(V) = I(V') = 2.I(V') = 2.I(V) = 0,

since 7(F) = 0.

The multisignature of V is detected by the difference of the /^-invariants of

the boundary components Qk and Qk+m of V [W3]. Since Qk and Qk+m

are the same polarized quaternionic space-form, this difference is zero. This

concludes the proof.

Lemma 3.4.  o(g) = y(x) for some x e Lq(H2,+2) , where

>-:Lo(H2,+2)-+l2(H2p+2)

is the forgetful map.

Proof. By the Rothenberg sequence [Sh]

Lo(H2r+2) ^ Lj(H2r+2) -t+ H°(Z2 , Wh(H2,+2)),
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where H'(Z2, Wh(H2r+2)) is the z'th cohomology group of the Z2 action on

WH(H2,+2) induced by the involution z:ZH2r+2 -> ZH2r+2, given on group ele-

ments by i(g) = g~ , it suffices to show that ß(o(g)) = 0.

In [M], a torsion x e Wh(Q7z/(Z)) is defined for spherical space-forms, i.e.,

the orbit space of a free action of the finite group 7t on a sphere. Here, Qrc is

the rational group ring of n and (X) is the ideal generated by X = J2g€7C g •

From this, we get a Reidemeister torsion xR = Nrd(r), where Nrd: Wh(Q7t/(Z))

—► U(Q7t/(Z)) is the reduced norm (see [B] for a definition) and U stands for

units in the centre of Qn/ÇL).

Let a:Wh(ZH2r+2)^U(QH2r+2/(Z)) be the composite

Wh(ZH2,+2) -U Wh(QH2,+2) -Ä U(QH2r+2) -» U(QH2,+2/(X)),

which is injective since 5AT,(H2r+2) = kerz = 0 and Nrd is injective for

semisimple rings over Q [We].

ßia(g)) is represented by the torsion x e Wh(H2,+2) of the homotopy equiv-

alence f:Qk -* Qk+m. Then, a(x) = xR(Qk+J.xRx(Qk), the quotient of the

Reidemeister torsions of the space-forms on the boundary of the normal cobor-

dism V (see e.g. [W3]). By [W5], SK,(H2r+2) is the torsion subgroup of

Wh(H2r+2) ; as SK,(H2,+2) = 0, it follows that Wh(H2r+2) is free and hence, Z2

acts trivially on it. Therefore, 77°(Z2, Wh(H2,+2)) = Wh(H2,+2)/2 • Wh(H2r+2),

and it suffices to show that a(x) = (a(x))   for some x e Wh(H2r+2).

Let /:Q4m(k,k) —> Q4m(k + m,k + m) be the polarized homotopy equiva-

lence of 7-dimensional quaternionic space-forms obtained in Proposition (1.1.4)

and t = x(f) its torsion. By the above considerations

o(T) = TÄ(ß4«(^ + m ,k + m)).x'RX(Q4m(k , k))

and one can see from the periodicity of the cellular chain complexes of quater-

nionic space-forms of the type' Q4m(k,k,k,k) that xk(Qk) = x2R(Q4m(k,k))

and xR(Qk+m) = x2R(Q4m(k + m,k + m)). Therefore, a(x) = (a(x))2 and since

a is injective, x = 2x.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let (W ,Ek,Ek+m) be the /z-cobordism obtained in

Proposition (3.3) and W the /z-cobordism between Qk and Qk+m on the

boundary of W. Qk and Qk+m are double covers of Qk and Qk+m, respec-

tively.

Let /: Qk+m —> Qk be the outer polarization preserving homotopy equiva-

lence induced by (W, Qk , Qk+m). Since Qk and Qk+m are the same polarized

space-form, x(f) = 0. On the other hand, x(f) = x(W ,Qk)- x(W, Qk+m). By

the duality theorem for /z-cobordisms [M], and since Qk and Qk+m are odd-

dimensional manifolds, it follows that x(W,Qk+m) = -t*(W,Qk), where *

denotes the involution on Wh(H2r+2). As Wh(H2,+2) is torsion-free, x*(W ,Qk) =
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r(W,Qk); therefore,

0 = x(f) = x(W,Qk)-x(W,Qk+m) = x(W,Qk)-(-x(W,Qk)) = 2.x(W,Qk).

Hence,  x(W,Qk) = 0.   By the s-cobordism theorem, there is a homeomor-

phism «0: (W,Qk, Qk+J ^(QkxI,Qk,Qk) with h0(x) = (x,0), if x G Qk .

We decompose the unit sphere S16 of the representation space of 40k +

y/x (40k+m + y/x, resp.) as the union

S16 = D16x{±l}uS15x[-l,l],

with the two components identified along S x {±1} , each of them being in-

variant under 40k + y/x (4Qk+m + y/x, resp.). From this, we get the decomposition

R17 - {0} = D16 x {±1} x RUS15 x [-1,1] x R.

As taking product with 51 kills torsion, (W x 51 ,Ek x 51 ,Ek+m x 5 ) is a

s-cobordism. Therefore, there is a homeomorphism

hx:(W x 51 ,Ek x 51 ,Ek+m x 51) - (Ek x 51 x I,Ek x 51 ,Ek x 51)

with hx(x,t) = (x,t,0), for x e Ek, t e S and hx(x,t) = (h0(x),t), for

xeW, teSx.

Since S15 x [-1,1] x R is the universal covering space of Ek x 51 (£'fc+m x 51,

resp.), we can lift «2 = hx\Ek+m x 51 to obtain an equivariant map

«3:S15 x [-1,1] x R -* S15 x [-1,1] x R

with h3(x,u,t) = (h0,u,t) for any x e S , u e {±1}, t e R, for some

equivariant homeomorphism h0: S15 —► S . This is possible by the uniqueness

of lifts to covering spaces (h0 is a lift of hQ) and because the action on the

radial coordinate / is trivial.

We extend h0 radially to get an equivariant homeomorphism h0: D16 —y D16,

and define

/z0:D16 x{±l} xR^D16x{±l}xR

by h4(x,u,t) = (h0(x),u,t).

Since «3 and «4 agree on S x{±l}xR, they yield an equivariant home-

omorhism «:R17 - {0} -> R17 - {0}. Defining h(0) = 0, we get a homeo-

morphism «:R —y R , which conjugates 46k + y/x and 46k+m + y/x . This

concludes the proof.

Let z/, and n2 be finite-dimensional real linear representations of H2r+2 of

the form
m-l

1i= ¿Z¿k'ek + Vi+fi>        /=I'2>
k=\
kodá

with a'k positive integers, m = 2r.
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Corollary 3.5.  nx and «2 are topologically equivalent if a\ + axm_k = a\ + a2m_k

and axk - a\ = 0 (mod4), for any 0 < k < m/2, k odd.
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